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Results: Comparison between patterns and grid point hindcasts
week 0

There is wide-spread belief that pattern based methods add value to weather forecasts at sub-seasonal timescales A recent
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Gridpoint

S2S4E webinar survey found that 60% of users were either using pattern based methods in their work. We therefore
investigate two pattern based methods: weather regimes (WRs, Cassou, 2008) and Targeted Circulation Types
(TCTs, Bloomfield et al., 2020) and compare to traditional ‘grid point based’ forecasts of European energy variables
to quantify this difference in value.
week 0 = days 0-7, week 1 = days 5-11, week 2 = days 12-19
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Methods

•

Gridpoint

-There is high skill in the grid point
based forecasts in a number of
forecast metrics for both ECMWF and
NCEP hindcasts.
- At all lead times pattern based skill is
less than grid point skill
- TCTs provide a better prediction of
demand than WRs due to their
comparable hit rate and increased
relationship to surface energy
variables (see pattern assignment
section)
CONCLUSION
We have shown that pattern-based
methods (widely believed to increase
forecast value) offer limited benefit
over grid point forecasts. However,
there are opportunities for their use
when considering conditional
predictability
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Results: Windows of opportunity
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Pattern Assignment

less skilful with
dominant regime

more skilful with
dominant regime

- In week 0 there is no significant
gain through conditioning the
demand forecasts based on a
dominant pattern in the ensemble
- In weeks 1 and 2 significantly
increased skill is seen when grid
point forecasts with a dominant
pattern are compared to all
forecasts.
- Skill gains are similar for dominant
threshold of 5 - 9 ensemble
members
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